We administer an online Guessing Game collecting responses across all 24 h of the day. While time-of-day itself does not affect guesses, when including trait-level sleepiness and previous night sleep, adverse sleep states lead to responses significantly farther from equilibrium.
Introduction
In industrialized countries, a significant public health concern has been the erosion of good sleep habits. At least 25% of adults are considered chronically sleep deprived1, and our 24/7 society places increasing demands on individuals at irregular times of the day. Travel schedules, shift work, and poor sleep priorities can all deplete cognitive resources and together may negatively impact rational decision-making. Sleep deprivation has been estimated to cost the U.S. economy $40 billion annually in lost worker productivity (Stoller, 1997) , and public safety is at risk in some professions where sleep loss and irregular scheduling are common (e.g., medical residency and air traffic control). Nevertheless, the behavioral effects of adverse sleep states have been largely ignored by economists. Current sleep research is now examining which components of decision-making are most affected by adverse sleep states, but there is a lack of research on decision tasks of interest to economists. are recruited to complete an online survey within a randomly assigned one-hour time period, and a one-shot Guessing Game is implemented with real financial incentives within the survey. Responses are time-stamped for compliance, and other survey questions yield measures of the respondent's sleepiness and previous night's sleep. Sample selection in our experimental design implies that we likely have a conservate estimate of true behavioral effects. Our results show that adverse sleep attributes lead to Guessing Game responses consistent with lower levels of iterative reasoning, and these behavioral effects grow in magnitude and significance for individuals with multiple adverse sleep attributes.
Experiments
Names from student email lists were randomly assigned to a one-hour response window on either Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday of the experiment week. Recruitment emails highlighted the incentives, the survey link, and the randomly assigned response time slot. Fig. 1 shows that most subjects responded during their assigned time slot. A random prize drawing of $100 ($300 for midnight to 8 a.m. time slots) was used as an incentive for completing the survey within the assigned response window. The initial recruitment email highlighted that one survey question would also offer the chance to win an additional $50. The survey question itself also highlighted the additional incentive:
"Please submit an integer number (no decimals) between 0 and 1000 (including 0 and 1000 as possibilities). All survey respondents this semester will be making this same choice. The winner is the person whose chosen number is closest to 2/3 of the average number submitted. The winning prize is $50.(in the event of a tie, the prize money will be equally shared)."
Fig. 1. Summary of survey responses according to randomly assigned time slot.
The equilibrium guess, 0, is attained by eliminating dominated responses, assuming others do so as well, and iterating this process infinitely. For example, all responses > 667 = 2/3*1000 are dominated and thus eliminated, but a second iteration would assume no one should guess above 445 = 2/3*667, and so on. While the survey instructions asked subjects to complete the survey themselves with no aids, we have no way of verifying compliance. However, one of the survey questions asked subjects to indicate the freezing point of vodka (−16.51 °F for 80-proof vodka). The answer is easily found with a Google search, yet only about 3.5% of all subjects answered correctly. Thus, we feel somewhat confident that subjects respected our survey rules.
Results
A total of 684 subjects completed the survey, with an average 28.5 responses per each 1-hour time slot of the day (23.5 responses per time slot from 1 a.m.-5 a.m.). Selfreported state-level sleepiness (i.e., responses to "How sleepy do you feel right now?") in Fig. 2 is generally higher during the night, as expected, even though subjects selfselect into the experiment. Fig. 3 shows mean unconditional Guesses during each 1-hour response window. The key independent variables used to examine Guess levels are the following: previous night sleep, trait-level sleepiness, and good/bad time-of-day. The mean previous night sleep level was 6.5 h (responses were in intervals (4-5 h, 5-6 h, etc.), and coded at the midpoint). We define sleep deprivation as SD = 1 if previous night sleep was less than 6 h and SD = 0 if previous night sleep was greater than7 h (discarding responses in the interval "6-7 h", given the greater subjectivity in classifying such average responses as either SD = 0 or SD = 1). One's propensity to fall asleep during the day (i.e., "trait-level" sleepiness) is generated from a series of 7 questions with with 0-3 response scales. We define the dummy variable TSleepy = 1 for scores greater than 10, and TSleepy = 0 for scores less than 10 (again, discarding scores of the arbitrary cutoff value of 10).2 Finally, time-of-day is split into times associated with higher versus lower alertness ratings as established in the literature (see Smith et al., 2002) . We therefore score BadTime = 1 for response times from 1:00 to 5:00 a.m., and BadTime = 0 for noon-7 p.m. response times. A correlation of +.18 exist between TSleepy and SD (Spearman, p = .01) using these definitions. The Appendix shows the relevant online survey questions and Guessing Game instructions that we used to generate our dependent and independent variables.3
We proceed using these categorical regressors to examine time-of-day, trait-level sleepiness, and previous night sleep. Preliminary regressions retaining the semicontinuous nature of trait-level sleepiness and previous night sleep variables show they lack predictive power, which may not be surprising given that these self-reported variables likely contain noise. Our results (below) using categorical variables indicate that there are likely important tipping points before these explanatory variables affect behavior. Table 1 reports mean levels of Guess by the different sleep categories. Two-sample ttests of mean Guess levels in single-condition comparisons show that GuessSD = 1 > GuessSD = 0 (p = .07: one-tailed test), while we cannot reject the hypothesis that mean guess levels are identical for subgroups of Badtime = 0 v. Badtime = 1 or TSleepy = 0 v. TSleepy = 1. This result is consistent with recent results in Dickinson and McElroy, 2009 D.L. Dickinson and T. McElroy, Naturally-occurring sleep choice and time of day effects on p-beauty contest outcomes, Working paper, Appalachian State University #09-03 (2009). Dickinson and McElroy (2009) , which reported that objectively measured voluntary sleep loss lowers the estimated level of iterative reasoning in the Guessing Game. We find the same basic result here with our SD variable, though in a distinct online (one-shot) experiment with self-reported sleep levels. For "Double-Condition" comparisons, we compare best-case to worst-case scenarios. For example, the first double-condition comparison examines the subset of data where both Badtime = 1 and TSleepy = 1 to the subset of data where Badtime = 0 and TSleepy = 0. These comparisons show that any pair of "bad" sleep attributes generates Guess levels significantly farther from equilibrium compared to an individual with neither of the "bad" conditions.4 Though neither BadTime nor TSleepy individually affect Guess levels, an individual with both TSleepy = 1and BadTime = 1 has mean Guess level farther from equilibrium. Similarly, for the triple-conditions case, Guesses for those rare individuals with all three bad sleep attributes (SD = 1, Badtime = 1, and TSleepy = 1, n = 12) are significantly farther from equilibrium compared to subjects having all three good sleep attributes (SD = 0, Badtime = 0, and TSleepy = 0). As bad sleep conditions accumulate from the double-to triple-bad condition, the magnitude of the behavioral effect grows as well.5 Thus, our key result is that subjects with more adverse sleep attributes submit guesses consistent with lower levels of iterative reasoning, even in a largely uncontrolled experimental environment.
Conclusions
How sleep choices and time of day affect higher level thinking is of particular importance in modern societies that seem to continually constrain individuals to perform under adverse sleep and time-of-day conditions. Our results show that responses in the Guessing Game are farther from equilibrium if one slept less than 6 h the previous night (compared to more than 7 h) or if several adverse sleep attributes are present. While non-equilibrium responses in this Guessing Game may result from bounded rationality or expectations that others are not rational, more recent research on 2-person Guessing Games concludes that even when the influence of expectations is removed, rationality is still bounded (Grosskopf and Nagel, 2008) . Thus, a reasonable interpretation of our results is that sleep loss harms this type of rationality (i.e., iterative reasoning and anticipation). Moreover, we find that a cocktail of several adverse sleep states magnifies the extent of this effect. So while a middle-of-the night decision may not, by itself, significantly affect behavior, when added to one already prone to sleepiness or with little sleep the previous night (or both), the effects on higher level thinking are shown to accumulate.
